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BOOKS RECEIVED
Arterial Pollution: An Integrated View on Atherosclerosis,
NATO lSI Series, Volume 58, edited by H Peeters. G A Gres-
ham and R Paoletti New York. London Plenum Press 1983.
422 pages. $55 00
Arteries and Arterial Blood Flow. Biological and Physiological
Aspects , edited by C M Rodkiewicz. MD VIenna. New York
Sprmger-Verlag. 1983.417 pages. $28 60
Biofeedback: Principles and Practice for Clinicians, second
edition, edited by John V Basmajian, MD Baltimore. London
Williams & Wilkins. 1983.390 pages. $3850
Cardiac Anesthesia, Volume 2: Cardiovascular Pharmacology,
edited by Joel A Kaplan. MD Pan s. San Diego. San Francisco.
Sao Paulo. Sydney. Tokyo. Toronto Grune & Stratton. 1983. 680
pages. $69 50
Congenital Heart Disease: Morphologic Echocardiographic
Correlations, by Elma J Gussenhoven, MD and Anton E Becker.
MD Edinburgh. London. Melbourne. New York Churchrll LIv-
mgstone, 1983. 213 pages. $7900
Congenitally Corrected Transposition, by Tom G Losekoot,
Robert H Anderson. Anton E Becker. Gordon K Danielson and
BerugnoSoto Edinburgh, London. Melbourne. New York Churchill
LIVIngstone 1983. 195 pages, $57 00
Contemporary Geriatric Medicine, Volume 1, edited by Steven
R Gambert, MD New York. London Plenum Medical Book
Company, 1983.412 pages, $4950
Control of Respiration, edited by D J Pallot New York Oxford
University Press, 1983.329 pages. $3950
Fluid Dynamic s as a Localizing Factor for Atherosclerosis,
edited by G Schettler. R M Nerem. H Schrmd-Schonbern and
H Morl C Diehm Berlm, Heidelberg. Tokyo. New York Spnnger-
Verlag. 1983. 226 pages. $27 50
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Myocardial Ischaemia and Protection, edrted by Helge Refsum,
Per Jynge, and Ole D Mjos Edmburgh. London. Melbourne.
New York Churchill Livingstone, 1983. 274 pages, 55900
Neodymium-YAG Laser in Medi cine and Surgery, edited by
Stephen N Joffe New York. Amsterdam. Oxford Elsevier, 1983.
282 pages. $50 00
Paediatric Cardiology, Volume 5, edited by Robert H Anderson.
Fergus J Macartney. Elliot A Shmebourne and Michael Tynan
Edinburgh. London. Melbourne. New York Churchill Livmg-
stone, 1983.476 pages. $79 00.
Principles & Practice of Clinical Cardiology, second edition,
by Arthur Selzer. MD Philadelphia. London. Toronto, MeXICO
City. RIO de Janeiro. Sydney. Tokyo W B Saunders. 1983. 588
pages. $39 50
Pulmonary Diseases: Clinicopathological Cor relations, edited
by K -M Muller Berlin. Heidelberg. New York. Tokyo Springer-
Verlag. 1983. 302 pages. 56250
Techniques, Diagnostics. and Advances in Nuclear Cardiology,
edited by Mary D Osbakken. MD. PhD. Wilham C Reeves. MD
and Fred W Fhckinger. MD Springfield, Ilhnois Charles C
Thomas. 1983. 402 pages. $53 50
Vascular Disease of the Central Nervous System, second edi-
tion , edited by R W Ross Russell. MA. MD. DM. FRCP Edm-
burgh. London. Melbourne, New York Churchill LIVIngstone.
1983. 490 pages. $9000
